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Automated Network Security
Provisioning and Management

SolventView Highlights
9 Isolate security threats and
respond in real-time
9 Visualize vulnerabilities and
real threats at a glance
9 Summary to detailed event
drill-down capabilities
9 Create and monitor
application level policies
9 Run regularly scheduled,
targeted vulnerability scans
9 Includes fully managed lowcost intrusion detection
9 Windows, Linux, and Unix
platform support
9 Define custom alerts and
notification rules
9 Support for major security and
OS vendor technologies
9 Easily create support for new
vendors and technologies

SolventView™ from Allegent protects business-critical assets with patent
pending threat management technology. SolventView™ represents the
next generation in automated IT security provisioning and management.

INCREASE SECURITY WHILE EASING MANAGEMENT COSTS
Protecting the IT infrastructure means knowing what needs to be protected, eliminating
exposures and threats, and responding quickly to take corrective action. And it means
doing all of this in real time!
Visualize your security posture in real time and be prepared to respond. SolventView
provides the information you need – when you need it – and in time to avoid threats and
minimize impact to the infrastructure. SolventView is active threat management – single
fully integrated solutions designed to discover assets, define security policies, scan for
vulnerabilities, detect and manage intrusions, and analyze events.

PREVENT EXPOSURES. PROACTIVELY AND CONTINUOUSLY
Protecting the infrastructure starts with identifying critical enterprise assets. SolventView
automatically discovers and profiles important IT resources, recording system level,
application version, open ports, and available IP services. This is the foundation for
exposure detection and remediation.
Using SolventView, you are then able to deploy standard configuration policies and audit
them for compliance. SolventView automatically scans critical assets and generates
alerts when vulnerabilities are detected or systems are out of compliance. The graphical
policy administration feature allows you to define asset groups, alert types, and
responses. Create discovery plans based on templates, set scan and frequency times,
and review current status. This policy-based configuration approach allows you to define
which services are allowed, required, and denied for different groups of assets.
The vulnerability assessment feature uses a comprehensive
vulnerability database that is kept up-to-date automatically. With
SolventView, vulnerability management is an automated security
process that works proactively to eliminate security threats.

Global Alerts
Dashboard

DETECT INFRASTRUCTURE ATTACKS AND PROBES
Detect external reconnaissance activity, denial of service attacks,
malicious code, and other network intrusions with a fully integrated
Snort intrusion detection and management solution. SolventView’s IDS
alert dashboard provides advanced alert notification – to the console
or via e-mail. The IDS administration interface provides complete
tuning capability and control over sensor configuration. Intrusion
signatures are always up-to-date via links to the rules database.
Manage and coordinate intrusion detection cost effectively with
SolventView.

Vulnerability
Discovery
Details
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SolventView Benefits
9 Single management platform
improves IT security
operations
9 Robust analysis identifies and
stops attacks earlier while
lowering threat levels

IDENTIFY REAL THREATS AT A GLANCE
Quickly identify and respond to high risk threat scenarios. Identify real threats in time to
make a difference – and without having to manually sift through rows of event information
or compare data from multiple sources. All of the information needed to protect your
infrastructure is available. SolventView collects and correlates events and data from
devices throughout the network - seamlessly. It classifies event types independent of the
source technology – IDS, firewall, antivirus gateway, OS, and other assets. Out of the
box filters and rules get you up and running fast.

9 Rich detail increases
performance and security of
existing assets

Because performance is an important indicator of system health and security,
SolventView closely monitors device CPU, memory, and disk space performance
parameters of mission critical assets.

9 Automation improves
efficiency and increases
accuracy

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

9 Integrated approach lowers
operational and capital
expenses

Capture and communicate the big picture as well as the details. SolventView provides
complete and informative reporting for both management and technical staff. Charts and
summaries give a view of the entire security environment while detailed drill down data
gives engineers the information needed to understand, track, and remediate problems
effectively. Reports include multiple views of top threats, policy violations, attack types,
detected incidents, and vulnerabilities. Reports can be scheduled for generation
automatically and in multiple output formats.

THREAT MANAGEMENT THAT IS INTUITIVE, FLEXIBLE,
SCALABLE

Asset Inventory
Details Page

SolventView delivers rich threat management capability through a
graphical, browser-based visualization and configuration platform. The
global dashboard provides complete definition and administration of
policies, configurations, and alerts. SolventView system access is rolebased and provides full control over user access rights and
permissions. Event data can be secured and segmented by users,
domains, and groups.
SolventView distributed agent and analysis architecture ensures tight
integration and enterprise scalability. An extensive set of agents collect
and manage data from a broad range of sensors and sources including
syslogs, Windows and Linux OS, SNMP, Checkpoint, Symantec,
Cisco, Snort, ISS, and Cyberguard among others.
SolventView provides added intelligence and increased command and
control over the elements of your infrastructure to ensure complete
protection.

Summary PDF
Report

Visit our website to learn more about
Allegent Technology Group and our
Alliance Partners, and to download
additional brochures and white
papers describing our other network
security products and services.
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DEMAND MORE FROM YOUR SECURITY SOLUTION
Many businesses don’t believe they have the security expertise, staff,
or capital needed to get them to the next level of security protection.
But today there is no reason to leave your IT business infrastructure
open to threats. SolventView technology delivers unprecedented levels
of threat protection ensuring safeguards are effectively in place and
protecting your business – Active Threat Management Every Day
and Automatically.
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